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Abstract 
The questions that the moral life forces on the philosophic thought are 
abundant. While men within wide limits always agreed as to the ways in 
which they ought to act as moral personalities, in our times as in former 
times they have disagreed with reference to the meaning and significance of 
morality. This paper will detach this one question: “Is there anything totally 
valuable in our moral life?” from this large background of ethical questions; 
we shall be able to answer  the more directly, the more we focus our 
attention on this particular question and leave all others untouched. The 
present paper tends to conclude a positive answer through some 
considerations concerning moral action and self-valuation. 
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hile it is in no way our aim to wander through the whole field of 
ethics, we cannot help recognizing that a particular question of 

morality carries us to the centre of the field to a point where practically all 
ways meet. This one question is of course: is there in our moral life anything 
absolutely valuable? If we have to acknowledge any absolute value of 
morality, we must further examine whether we are justified in locating it just 
at this place in the system of values.  
To meet an answer, then, there would be presumed a conscious purposive 
development of the inner world: If morality is to fill this place in the system 
of values, it will mean that morality is that chievement by which the self -
development of the personality, its self-realization, becomes a conscious 
deliberate task. Is that really the value of morality, and does not the value 
perhaps belong rather to the result which is to be reached by the moral deed?  
 
The Case of Value: Morality and Law 
To approach an answer to our question, we may start with a remark 
concerning the relation of law and morality as they seem to correspond to 
each other in the case of values. That does not mean in the least that morality 
leans on the law. On the contrary, even if we were to conceive the principle 
of law in its widest sense, including perhaps all the social coercive measures, 
even the customs and the religious influences, nevertheless morality would 
remain independent of it. In a corresponding way we may emphasise that the 
law is entirely independent of morality. Law is never an enforced morality, 
as morality belongs in the sphere of the individual will. The law is the 
achievement of the community, and that means of the community as a unity, 
not as a bundle of isolated personalities. It has nothing to do with the law-
value that the demands of law may conform to the moral will. And it is also 
no law- value that it is moral to subordinate one's self to the law. The law 
with its own values would be unchanged if no morality existed. The 
community would be able to secure the realization of its own will by 
coercive measures even if no individual should feel bound by moral 
obligations. In the same way morality is free from law and any other social 
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pressure. Custom and law, religion and politics, may press on the conscience 
with all their powers, but the moral deed itself begins where those influences 
stop. The moral is entirely an action of the inner world.  
In the moral field, too, we can start at first from the ordinary daily 
experiences to find out what constitutes the pure value. A thing in the 
possession of another man tempts us, but we detest the stealing, and finally 
overcome our desire in accordance with the voice of our conscience. It may 
be that such an example of stealing still too much suggests law and right. We 
may therefore just as well substitute actions which no judge punishes. Let us 
say that we can protect ourselves against damage by a lie, but we despise the 
lying and again we follow our conscience; we suffer the damage in order to 
stick to the truth. Or to point not only to the suppression of actions which the 
conscience condemns, but to the performing of actions which the conscience 
demands: we see a stranger in a burning house, we are afraid of the danger 
into which we come, yet we feel that the saving deed is our duty, and 
without hesitation we rush into the flaming house as conscience orders.  
In the sphere of law we always separated the will-content of the law from the 
legal order. Here, too, in the same way we may sharply separate the content 
with its feeling-tone from the enforcement by conscience. The content is the 
detested theft, or the despised lie, or the estimated life- saving. Exactly as in 
the case of the law, we must now ask again : After all what is valuable, the 
fact that these contents are despised or are estimated, or the other fact that 
the realization of these feelings is enforced by conscience? The first 
possibility would be the most convenient solution of the problem. The 
dislike of the theft is so strong, we might say, that it overcomes the pleasure 
in the possession. The pleasure in the life-saving deed is so vivid that it 
suppresses the displeasure of danger. The absolute value accordingly lies in 
the fact that this overwhelming pleasure is attached to the valuable saving of 
fellow-men, or that this superior displeasure is attached to the violation of 
the other man's property. The value of the moral deed could thus be deduced 
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from the pleasure and displeasure in certain effects. It is morally valuable to 
prefer the fellow-life, the fellow-happiness, and the fellow-welfare.  
It is indifferent for us which special nuances are given to such effect-
morality. It may be the most trivial utilitarianism which gives value to the 
production of pleasure, it may be the more serious doctrine of ethical culture 
which evaluates the wholesome development and efficiency. The doctrine 
may perhaps even sink down to naked egotism, which demands the pleasure 
of the neighbour only because it ultimately guarantees the own comfort. Or it 
may raise itself to the highest point and demand a deed because the general 
imitation of it would correspond best to the life-conditions of the whole 
community. We do not ask why pleasure of the neighbor is to be preferred to 
our own pleasure. We do not even ask why the securing of happiness or of 
common well- fare by moral actions is to be more valuable than the 
production of the same effect by accidental processes. Indeed very often this 
mere happiness goal can be reached more quickly by rather immoral actions. 
We leave all these questions untouched, as they would lead us away from 
our goal.  
 
Moral Value and Action 
For us everything depends only upon the one point : Have we really a right 
to seek moral value in the fact that man prefers certain ways of action and 
detests certain others? One may answer this question by focusing on the self-
development, and saying that this affective value of certain modes of action 
belongs entirely to the valuable development of the self and represents the 
progress from the selfish instinct to the pure evaluating will.  
The individual abhorrence of the lie and the theft and the cowardice in the 
sphere of the values of development is there before any question of special 
merit, and before the action took the character of morality. All which exists 
before morality is in question may become a condition for the moral life, but 
cannot constitute its real meaning and value. This is indeed the situation. The 
evaluation of the happiness of the neighbor and of his welfare and of the life 
of the community is one of the conditions for morality, but this evaluation 
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itself still entirely lacks the value of morality, just as the mere detesting of 
slaying and robbing does not at all constitute a value of law. Every ethics 
which deals with results and effects necessarily remains at the standpoint of 
the pre-moral. He who does not take any evaluating attitude at all towards 
lying and stealing and life-saving is unable to act morally; but he is not 
immoral, he is a moral. The conditions are lacking for the possibility of 
amoral process. But this moral factor is after all something new which has to 
be superadded to that evaluating attitude.  
If the inner life is to be a development, it necessarily leads from the short-
sighted selfish longing upward to a pure evaluating apperception of the 
world. The inner world can realize itself only when every volition comes 
more and more into agreement and harmony with the total will-structure of 
the self. This practical inner unity of will finally leads to an ideal of higher 
unity in which all volitions are controlled by an inner fundamental will. This 
controlling ultimate will demanded that the world be no dream, no chaos, no 
mere flash-experience, but have its own meaning, its self-dependent 
significance, its self-asserting reality. Just that involved the postulate for 
pure values. Therefore in the natural development the self which wills to 
unfold itself approaches more and more the standpoint of pure valuation. It is 
not a question of an external force, and not a regard for the social 
community, it is simply the development of the inner world, a free self-
unfolding which leads from the selfish desire upward to the valuation of all 
that which gives the meaning of self-assertion to the world and represents 
absolute value.  
It depends in the first place upon the historical progress of the community in 
which stage of this development the individual may stand. Even the lowest 
citizen of a modern state stands nearer to the pure evaluation of the world 
than the most magnanimous member of a barbarian tribe. Again in the midst 
of every community any individual can stand much higher than other 
members of the same group. Yet we know that the moral achievement and 
the moral feat does not depend upon the height of this development. If we 
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were simply to accept the value of development as a value of morality, then 
responsibility and merit, conscience and duty, would have lost their real 
meaning, and instead of reaching an obligation we should remain in the 
sphere of inclination. Certainly he who wills pure values instead of desiring 
the mere personal objects of desire is the higher kind of man. He who seeks 
science instead of the mere sensuous enjoyment, who seeks the happiness of 
mankind instead of the personal advantage, who seeks progress instead of 
decay, who seeks right instead of arbitrariness, religion instead of 
superstition, in short, who seeks a world of meaning instead of remaining 
with a meaningless dream of life-experience, certainly stands nearer to the 
goal of mankind. He is superior to his fellows, and our admiration must do 
homage to his soul. But all joy in such a pure evaluating soul is of the same 
kind as our joy in a creative talent or in a far-reaching intelligence. It is 
something high and beautiful which helps towards the noblest purpose, but 
something which has grown and has developed itself without personal merit. 
The pure will of his soul is in no higher degree his own deed than an artistic 
talent or the genius for statesmanship or an optimistic temperament. We may 
and must value it as the development of such a great, beautiful, pure soul in 
its ascent to the heights of mankind, but it is not a moral admiration which 
we feel. Correspondingly he who still stands undeveloped on a low state of 
valuation may awaken our pity, but his low degree of development alone 
cannot lead us to a moral contempt. An entirely different kind of 
consideration must come in if we are to recognize the real moral value. Any 
ethics which refers to the content can never lead us to our goal. Such an 
ethics remains in every form by principle at a pre-moral standpoint.  
However, we must consider one point more before we reach the decisive 
stage. The construction and the destruction of values are influenced by our 
own doing. Of course we find values and anti-values about us all the time 
which lie beyond our own activity. But life continually brings us into 
situations in which it depends upon ourselves whether a value is to be 
realized or to be destroyed. In such a case our action itself is a part of the 
forming of a value. In such a life-situation we will our action not because it 
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leads to a value, but because it is itself a part of the value. Of course in itself 
an action is indifferent. As muscle activity it has no value whatever; but 
when it enters into a process of the outer world, or the fellow-world, or the 
inner world, so that a value becomes completed by it, the action itself 
becomes a part of the value.  
It enters into the total situation like a harmonious color in the picture, like a 
tone in the melody. If we will that value, we must also will that particular 
way of acting, because this kind of action itself raises that particular piece of 
the world to the height of a value. When the value is built up or destroyed by 
our own action, the action is not an external means which might be replaced 
by some other means, but is itself an indispensable part of the value. Only by 
that particular action the totality of the result becomes a value; not the end 
alone, but the action itself is willed. The saving and helping actions 
themselves are desired, the lying and stealing actions themselves are 
detested. As long as we do not evaluate but only desire and selfishly demand 
the end, we do not care for the action as such. From the standpoint of the 
mere impulse we will nothing but the result ; it is indifferent to us by what 
means it is reached. We desire the thing, but we do not desire the action 
which gains the thing. For the selfish enjoyment it is entirely indifferent 
whether by the action itself a meaning and a will of absolute value are 
posited into the thing. Only the life which builds up values demands those 
actions by which we affirm the world as value. And yet we must say again 
that we still have not touched on a moral relation. We will the action as a 
part of our valuation. The valuation encloses and involves the will of the 
action, but it is really only a willing of the action, not an obligation. It is a 
valuable development that we have progressed to such a valuation and 
therefore to such volition of certain actions, but this volition is no duty and 
no moral value. The personality which has reached a point at which it wills 
those actions which build up values of course stands much higher on the 
ladder of development than the other personality, which only desired the 
result of actions. Nevertheless this whole development remains outside of 
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morality. We evaluate the action as such because it builds up a value, but we 
perform it simply because we will it.  
Now we have only to take one step further. The self- development, we say, 
has brought it about that in certain situations of life we will certain actions 
without reference to the effects which they have on us, but merely for their 
own sake as acts which affirm a value. If now the conscious effort of culture 
aims to secure a guarantee of this value of development, one thing alone is 
needed. Whenever the action which we will as such comes in conflict with 
another action which we do not will as such, but which promises a result 
desirable for us as individuals, the first action, the one which constitutes the 
value, must be enforced. This can be done by a perfectly new, perfectly 
unique valuation : we learn to consider our selves as an absolutely valid 
value which realizes itself through our own actions. As long as we merely 
want things and effects while the action itself is indifferent to us, we the 
acting subjects cannot be in question for our selves as valuable or worthless. 
But as soon as we will our selves in a particular activity, the fulfilment of 
such a will, that is the realization of the valued activity, makes our selves 
valuable.  
We will our selves as truth-speakers or as life-savers only on account of the 
action itself, not on account of the desirable results. When the self which is 
willed in such a way becomes realized, a pure over-personal demand is 
fulfilled. Our life- saving or truth-speaking personality now becomes a 
reality which asserts itself.  
If an external effect tempts us to the opposite action, we might reach a 
desirable result, but our action no longer corresponds to our will to action. 
Our own deed makes us as acting persons worthless. That which becomes 
realized in our action is then no longer that self which we wanted in an over-
personal way and our pure will does not become satisfied by the action of 
our personality. If I look inactively on the burning house instead of helping 
at the saving of men, I secure my personal comfort which I had a right to 
will and to desire. But besides my comfort I willed at the same time my self 
as a life-saving person. My action has therefore really not realized my own 
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self. I have not asserted myself. I am no longer identical with my self. I have 
become worthless. If I lie or steal, I always reach my purpose, and the result 
was indeed desired, but the action itself was not desired. I did not wish to lie 
or to steal. I truly willed my own self as speaking the truth or as respecting 
property. My lying and stealing have fulfilled and reached what I wanted in 
one respect, namely, the agreeable effect, but they have not realized the 
opposite action which I demanded as a part of my own acting self. My self 
as I apperceived it has not transformed itself at all into a new experience, but 
has been lost. The lying or the stealing has destroyed the value of my 
personality.  
This identity between the will to that action which we really will as action 
and the final action itself is the value of morality. Not the action is valuable, 
but the personality which in the performed deed realizes its will to action and 
by it the own willed self. A man is immoral if he does not perform the action 
which he wills as action, and therefore does not realize himself, but prefers 
instead to perform an action which is desired only in order to secure some 
desired result. Morality is the realization of the action which we will as such. 
Where a particular kind of action is not willed at all, the personality can 
never lose its moral value by another action. The criminal who steals must 
will the action which respects property, as action. If he does not will it at all, 
his theft may have legal importance but is morally indifferent. The self-value 
of the personality, then, is not diminished, as he did not deny his own will to 
action. He who does not desire himself as speaking the truth may speak an 
objective untruth, but he cannot lie. His untruth is morally as indifferent as 
the babbling of the insane.  
To look on ourselves as possible values must be learned. It is a deed of self-
realization. We must learn to separate the self whom we willed and the self 
which arises through our actions, in order that we may apperceive the 
identity of both. As long as we will only the effects of our actions and not 
the actions themselves, such a separation is foreign to us. Our action then 
comes in question only as means of an effect, and not as realization of a self 
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which we will. But as soon as this new cultural apperception is learned and 
we know how to compare the action itself before and after the deed, the 
fulfilment of the willed action really represents an absolutely valid value. 
The self who willed its action now stands before us as an independent self-
asserting reality. It is as if from an over-personal point of view we 
participate in its will and are satisfied in its realization. As soon as this 
standpoint is reached, the valuable development of the personality is indeed 
completely safeguarded. We recognized the development of the personality 
in the fact that more and more the evaluating standpoint is taken and not the 
selfish one, more and more the world is acknowledged in its self-assertion 
and not accepted only as a mere meaningless flash of experience.  
If we now come into a situation in which the valuation would lead to one 
action and the selfish desire to the opposite action, the value is in danger at 
first. The impulse to the personal enjoyment might be stronger than the will 
to that action which builds up the over-personal value, but if we have learned 
the new apperception, the whole situation has been entirely changed. Now 
the choice is no longer between one result which we selfishly demand and 
another result which we unselfishly evaluate. No: we now find on the one 
side the selfish demand, and on the other side the value of the own 
personality. To follow the selfish desire now means to sacrifice the value of 
the self; to give up the promised personal enjoyment means to gain the value 
of the self.  
Moreover, the situation is not such that we have to make the decision 
whether we want to evaluate the absolute value of our self or not. As soon as 
we have become at all conscious of our own absolute value, we cannot take 
any other attitude towards it than that of evaluation. We always saw that just 
that is characteristic of every pure value; nobody can apperceive it without 
participating in the evaluation. Just as we cannot understand the logical 
conclusion without willing it, we also cannot apperceive ourselves in our 
moral self- realization without necessarily willing ourselves in such an act. 
Just as it may be that we do not understand the conclusion, we also may not 
have reached the moral apperception of ourselves, we may not have 
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proceeded to that separation between our will towards an action and its 
identical realization ; but as soon as such a standpoint has been reached, it 
becomes impossible not to evaluate that identity between the volition and the 
action. We cannot prefer a self which remains not identical with itself to a 
self which asserts itself and therefore becomes valuable. The new view 
which is reached by civilization therefore gives a guarantee that the 
evaluating standpoint has become protected against the desire for pleasurable 
effects. In evaluating the acting personality as such we protect and guarantee 
those actions which serve the values.  
This guarantee is no complete one. The consciousness of the endangered 
self-value may still is overcome by the desire for an enjoyment. Then we 
have an immoral action in which the self unfolds itself in opposition to the 
value in order to satisfy a personal demand. But no external force would be 
able to secure the maintaining of the stage of development which has been 
reached so effectively as this apperceiving of the own personality as an 
absolute value. Now we recognize it as a matter of course that the true value 
of morality must be independent of every determination of the content.  
Which action we will is entirely indifferent. We are moral as soon as we 
realize the action which we really will as action. It has nothing to do with the 
moral value whether the action which we will as part of our acting self 
represents a high or a low stage of development. At all times endlessly much 
pure morality has been achieved which as to the mere affect of the action 
represents a low stage of development.  
From the standpoint of the valuation of development, we have not even the 
right to insist that the moral man stands higher than the one who serves the 
values without the force of this self- valuation. The noble soul whose will 
towards the values is in itself strong enough to overcome all selfish impulses 
without being forced by any regard for the moral self-value may stand higher 
than many a man whose faint will towards values can overcome the selfish 
will only by the feeling of his own moral value. It would be over-rigorous to 
give value only to the moral action. An action which without effort, without 
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struggle, and without reference to the absolute value of the own personality 
results only from devotion to values, may represent the highest personal 
value of development. But such an action has no moral value. Such an action 
does not become immoral, but it remains amoral, without losing by that 
anything as manifestation of an absolutely valuable personal development.  
 
Moral Self and the Absolutely Valuable 
In general, however, it will hold that the moral will which is anchored in the 
absolute self- value of the acting person also represents the higher stage of 
the self-development. This is the more the situation because then alone the 
action in the service of values, that is the ideal purpose, is secured against all 
influences. Whether the beautiful life-impulse really overwhelms by its own 
energies the selfish longings must always remain accidental.  
Even the purest love for values may become ineffective when perhaps a 
great personal grief can be eliminated or a fascinating enjoyment can be 
gained by a worthless action. Only the evaluation of the own self can raise 
the action which serves the values beyond every possible action for pleasure, 
and can lead the martyr to the stake for the sake of truth.  
Only in the face of this self-value arises an obligation, a duty, a conscience. 
We have fully convinced ourselves that not every value involves an 
obligation, an  ought. We have no right to refer our over-personal will to an 
obligation which comes to us from beyond experience. An obligation exists 
in the sphere of law when society threatens the individual with its coercive 
measures. An obligation exists in the same way here in the field of morality 
when the consciousness of our endangered self- value threatens our will. We 
stand before two possibilities of action: the one action we do not care for as 
such, but it leads to the desired result; the other action we desire as action. 
There enters the threatening of the obligation. If we do not act as we want to 
have our selves as actors, we shall lose our selves. The voice of conscience 
cannot say anything else to us. Thus there is only one fundamental moral 
obligation: you ought to realize that action which you really will for the 
action's sake. There exists no moral law: you ought not to lie, and you ought 
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not to steal, and you ought not to kill, and you ought to help, and you ought 
to save. Whether you’re helping and speaking the truth is that kind of action 
which you really will as action of your personality depends upon the height 
of your development. No one can demand that from you as an obligation. 
But if you will this action, then you ought to perform it, and you ought not to 
be tempted by pleasure or displeasure to actions which you do not at all will 
as actions. Realize the action which you will on its own account. That is the 
only possible obligation.  
It is true even this categorical imperative might be transformed into a 
hypothetical one: realize the action which you will yourself, if you do not 
will that your own self lose its identity and by it its value. But this condition 
is absolutely impossible. You can never really will that your self shall not 
remain identical with itself.  
Self-faithfulness, self-loyalty, is accordingly the only moral obligation and 
the only moral value. Burglary and murder are in themselves not opposed to 
morality, but only opposed to the value of development. If my extra-moral 
development had led me to the detesting of the action and yet I carried it out, 
it would be antagonistic to morality. But then it is not the burglary which is 
immoral, but the non-realization of that acting self which I willed. Even the 
struggle between various conflicting motives of value is not really a moral 
conflict, but an extra-moral one. It is not a conflict between two moral 
duties, but the only moral duty is to realize that action which we really will. 
The inner struggle refers only to the question which of two actions, both 
serving certain values, is really willed by us. Only when this decision has 
been made can the moral realization set in. Only if we know internally what 
we really will can we be faithful to ourselves.  
The far-reaching agreement between the moral value of the personality and 
the legal value of the community is now evident. Both have only the one 
meaning, to demand self- faithfulness, and by it to guarantee the stage of 
valuable development which has been reached. The mutual will- relations 
between the members of a community have been developed outside of law, 
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and the volitions of the individuals have unfolded themselves outside of 
morality. Whether the communities and the personalities have really 
developed themselves depends merely upon whether they have more and 
more fulfilled that task which necessarily had to be conceived as belonging 
to their self-asserting reality. This will of the community and of the 
personality may have grown to any stage of development, and now self-
realization must take care that it is protected against a sinking down to a 
lower stage. It must be guaranteed in its valuable height, and that can be 
done only by the force which law brings to the community and the moral 
conscience brings to the personality. Both law and conscience demand that 
the community and the personality perform those actions which they really 
will. The value of law is thus destroyed only by a lawlessness in which the 
will of the community no longer becomes action. The value of morality can 
be destroyed only by the disloyalty to our selves by which we leave 
unrealized the action which we really demand. That which is protected and 
secured by law and conscience must change and may perish, but eternally 
valuable remains the power by which that which is really willed in fellow-
world and inner world is safely protected. The community can secure the 
realization of its own will only by law, and the personality can secure the 
realization of its own will only by morality. But to realize itself, to remain 
faithful to one's self in freedom, and in this way to posit will and act as 
identical, means for community and personality alike that an independent 
reality must unfold itself in them. By this self-identity they are no longer 
merely isolated flash like, dreamlike experiences, but really absolute values. 
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